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Introduction
Addition to papers including correspondence, manuscripts of books, plays, poems, and short stories, and photographs.

Box List

Box 1
Manuscripts
Alice
Back in Independence
Before the First Swallow Flies
Bizarre
Blessed Event
Diary of a Doughnut Girl
Family Stories of the Gentry’s
Fathers Must Marry
Home of the Brave
Illicit Madonna

Box 2
Manuscripts
It’s A Long Way Home
It’s Perfectly Natural
I Was a Rose
Jimmie in the Tall Corn
Life with Nan
Life with Nan, or Fathers Must Marry
Mr. Jefferson in Paris
Mr. Lincoln and Little Vinnie Ream
My Head and My Heart

Box 3
Manuscripts
Only Eighty-Three
Our Missouri
Plays
Rainbow in the Hand
Dr. Howard Rusk: the Father of Physical Medicine
Sarah
Seventh Lover
Seventh Lover/Alice
Box 4
Manuscripts
Theodosia Burr
They Can’t Have Papa
To Step on All Toes: the Jingles of an Octogenarian
Verses
Vinnie Ream
Wind in the Stars
Witch Woman
Manuscripts—incomplete
Manuscripts—miscellaneous
Manuscripts—untitled

Boxes 5-6
Correspondence—unsorted

Box 7
Address book
Awards and ribbons
Clippings
Diary of Edmund B. Keeley
Ledger
Legal Papers
  Literary trust agreement
  Will
Manuscripts
  Dolls
  Dr. Sappington—proofs and photographs
  Ducks
  Jimmie in the Tall Corn—drawings
  Our Garden—photographs and description
  Profile of Ann Hawkins Gentry
Material for dedication
Miscellaneous papers and clippings
  Bank book
  Pamphlet on Dr. John Sappington
  Passport
  Student card
Miscellaneous writings
Oral History interview—transcript
* Savitar*, 1908, 1910
Scrapbook—with clippings

Box 8
Drawings
*Missouri Club Woman*
ACCESSION CA4909
KEELEY, MARY PAXTON (1886-1986), PAPERS

Vol. 14, Nos. 9-10, November-December 1939
Vol. 15, Nos. 1-9, January-November 1940

Photographs
Photographs and negatives—unsorted
Specifications for construction of Columbia house
Tambourine
_Todays’ Housewife_, December 1926